
THE MINGOR PAINTER AND OTHERS:
ETRUSCO-CORINTHIAN ADDENDA

(Con le taw. XXXV-XL f. t.)

Two remarkable vases in the British Museum may serve as 
points of departure for some new observations on Etrusco-Corin- 
thian style (1). The subject-matter of their decoration is ambiti-
ous, and stylistically they exemplify and illuminate the work 
of two artists already identified, but only slightly known, who 
were casually introduced in my recent article on Some Etrusco- 
Corinthian Vase-Painters (2). I propose first to consider the work 
of these two Painters in the light of these and other newly 
attributed vases, and then to cite some further attributions to 
certain other Painters discussed in that paper.

Etrusco-Corinthian vase-painting seldom rises above the lev-
el of more or less distorted copying of Corinthian animal-frieze 
decoration. Only occasionally do we find human or mythological 
subjects, and these are the more interesting because of their 
rarity. One artist who aspired to such livelier themes is the

(1) For the many courtesies extended to me in the British Museum by 
the staff in the Department of Greek and Roman Antiquities, and for permission 
to publish certain of the vases in their care, I am most warmly grateful. For 
equally generous aid and hospitality, I am much indebted to Dr. Mario Moretti 
and his staff in the. Villa Giulia Museum. I wish also to thank many other 
colleagues, in widely scattered places, for their patience and friendly assistance 
in making accessible for study the Etrusco-Corinthian vases and other materials 
in their keeping. I owe a special debt of gratitude to Professor Luisa Banti, 
for her advice and encouragement; and to Judith Snyder, for much practical 
help. The present study gained much of its content from the opportunity to 
travel in Europe in 1965-66 under a Senior Research Fellowship from the Ame-
rican Council of Learned Societies. Although its subject does not exactly match 
any of those which were described in the application, I hope that this paper 
will be acceptable as a by-product of the main projects.

(2) In Studi in Onore di Luisa Banti, 1965, pp. 1-14, pls. 1-5; hereafter, 
Studi Banti.
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Carnage Painter (3). There are other isolated examples in the 
store-rooms of the Villa Giulia Museum, and a very striking pair 
by one hand (seen in the office of the Museum) which await 
publication. The British Museum vases, which are published here 
for the first time, add substance to our knowledge of this 
insufficiently noticed aspect of the ware, and their stylistic qualit-
ies carry us a bit further toward a better understanding of the 
whole fabric.

I
Th e  Go r g o n  o l pe  in  Lo n d o n

Our eye is caught instantly by the strange subject matter 
imbedded in the decoration of the olpe, London, British Museum 
1924.4-15.1 {tavv. XXXV-XXXVII) (4). In its top frieze, centered 
toward the front of the vase, a monstrous anthropoid creature is 
shown with frontal body, legs running to right, and arms outstret-
ched {tav. XXXVI a}. The right hand (at our left) grasps the neck of 
what appears to be a deer, and the left hand is extended beyond 
the neck of a small panther seated to right. Behind the monster, 
at left, a writhing snake seems to be biting into its rump. At 
the right of this group, a bird stands erect facing left, its feet 
resting upon the advanced left paw of the panther. The rest 
of the frieze is filled with more conventional subjects: flanking 
the central group, and facing inward toward it, are a panther

(3) Ibidem, p. 6 f., Sec. 6.
(4) The vase is slightly lopsided, sagging toward its left in frontal view. 

Ht. to top of lip, 0.362 - 0.368; ht. to top of (higher) rotelle, 0.392; maximum 
body diam., (approx.) 0.213. Some parts missing. Mended, and restored in plaster 
(most of foot, and a large part of lower body on one · side). There is little 
repainting of figures: only a touching-up over cracks, a filling-in of certain 
blank areas, and a restoration of pattern-work. Ovoid body, rather fat at middle; 
ribbon-like handle, with three raised « rolls » along its spine. Clay brown-bufi 
to orange-buff; glaze (unevenly fired) black to chocolate-brown to orange; added 
red and white colors. Mouth and handle are black-polychrome (except for un-
glazed underside of handle). Red band on inside of mouth on each rotelle, 
pinwheel rosette (once white). On lower part of neck, above raised fillet: five 
dot-cluster rosettes; on fillet, apparently once a ring of short, slanting white 
strokes. Three animal friezes (see above); below each frieze a black-polychrome 
strip, with overpainted red and white bands. Sharp, clean rays; underfoot, rem-
ains of concentric bands. Provenience: « From Viterbo ». 
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to right, and a sickle-winged sphinx walking to left; and, next 
to the handle, a bird to right. We shall return to the monster 
after looking at the two lower friezes.

In the middle frieze, starting beneath the handle, are: a 
lion to right, biting into the haunch of a ram to right; a centaur 
to right, holding a rooted branch over his right shoulder, and 
reaching forward to grasp a doe (?) by its neck with one hand, 
a fish (?) with the other; bull to left; bird to right; panther 
to right (facial details elaborately incised). In this frieze, the 
centaur is of particular interest, and we shall return also to him.

The lowest frieze is incompletely preserved. The lower 
parts of several animals are missing, and at one place there is a 
gap to the full height of the frieze. All of the animals advance 
to the right. Starting from beneath the handle: sphinx, quad-
ruped, boar, vegetation, sphinx (face partly missing), small bird, 
goat (?).

In all three friezes, there is thick filling ornament, consisting 
of rosettes of various sizes; at the base, rays.

The horrific central figure {tav. XXXVI a) is, of course, a 
Gorgon, though a strange one in many respects. This weird 
representation seems very remote from the standardized « Cor-
inthian » type of Gorgon which tends to pervade archaic Greek 
and Etruscan art. Most striking of all is the huge triangular 
head, pushed down into the chest and provided with large eyes 
set vertically at the outer edges of the « face », which is other-
wise disturbingly featureless. Are we to understand the pair of 
incised lines running horizontally from eye to eye as a « mouth », 
and is the red-painted area below these lines intended for a 
beard? Strange, too, are the bovine horns and ears on top of 
the head. « She » (the creature) also wears a sort of chiton, 
which ends in a triangular tip between her legs. She is barefoot, 
and wingless. She appears to be dominating the animals which 
flank her, for she actually grasps the neck of the limp-looking 
cervid at her right (our left). Finally, there is the writhing 
snake behind her, which appears to be attacking her in a vul-
nerable spot. Do these elements have any parallel in either 
Greek or Etruscan art, or is the artist merely miscopying one 
type and inventing the rest of these details?

The ensemble is nightmarishly jumbled: it is, one would 
guess, unique. And yet, if taken separately, these odd features 
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are 'surprisingly consistent with other representations of Gor-
gone (5), both Greek and Etruscan. Wingless Gorgons are of 
course already familiar. There is a good Greek example in the 
« Perseus » metope relief from Temple « C » at Selinus (6). In 
Etruscan art, this type is not uncommon. It is found, for ex-
ample, on a bucchero relief oinochoe in Palermo (7), and on 
the bronze chariot-relief from Perugia, now in Munich (8). This 
latter Gorgon is interesting also because she is shown as 
Mistress of Wild Beasts, for she grasps by their necks the two 
rampant lions which flank her. That this version, and others 
like it which appear in Etruscan art, are not local inventions 
but have their roots in Greek art is shown, for instance, by 
the shield-armband found at Olympia on which the same motive 
appears (9). Horned Gorgons are found in both mainland Greek 
and Italiote art, but I know of no other Etruscan examples. 
The earliest is actually a gorgoneion, painted on the back of a 
Protocorinthian plastic ar y hallos in the form of a lion-pro tome, 
in Syracuse (10). Another horned gorgoneion is shown in relief on

(5) Cf. A. Giu l ia n o , in EAA III, 1960, pp. 982-985, s.v. Gorgone (with 
bibliography). Of the sources there cited, the most important for present pur-
poses are the articles by Fu r t w ä n g l e r  (Ro s c h e r  I, cols. 1965 if.) and 
Zie g l e r  (RE VII, 1912, cols. 1630 if.); the Dissertation by H. Be s ig , Gorgo 
und Gorgoneion in der archaischen griechischen Kunst, 1937; the remarks by E. 
Ku n z e , in Jahrb., III. Olympiabericht, 1938-39, pp. 99-102 and Olympische 
Forschungen, II, 1950, pp. 65-72; and G.E. My l o n a s , Ho protoattikos amforefs 
tis Elefsinos, 1957.

, (6) Cfr. G. Μ. A. Ric h t e r , Sculpture and Sculptors of the Greeks, 1950,
p. 483, fig. 405.

(7) Gig l io l i, A.E., pl. 53 and p. 14.
(8) Gig l io l i, A.E., pl. 87, 3 and p. 19, with bibl.; L. Go l d s c h e id e r , 

Etruscan Sculpture, 1941, especially pl. 84.
(9) E. Ku n z e , in Jahrb., III. Olympiabericht, 1938-39, pp. 99-102, fig. 

92, and pl. 33; cf. Id e m, Olympische Forschungen, II, 1950, p. 71. Ku n z e  
points out the relevance of this representation to the Etruscan examples, and 
to the Corfu pediment, of which he rightly states that the Gorgon should 
probably be understood as a « Mistress of Animals ». There is also a Gorgon 
shown as a « Mistress of Birds » on a well-known Rhodian plate in the British 
Museum: P. Ar ia s , Μ. Hir me r , and B. Sh e f t o n , A Thousand Years of Greek 
Vase Painting, 1961, pl. 29 and p. 280 f., with lit. See also the examples of 
the Gorgon as Mistress of Animals which are cited by E. Wil l , Rev. Arch., 
Sér. VI, XXVII, 1947, p. 63.

(10) H. Pa y n e , Necrocorinthia, 1931, p. 80, fig. 23 A and p. 171, fig. 71. 
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a marble akroterion from Sparta (11), and yet another appears on 
a terracotta akroterion from Cumae (12). From these examples, 
it seems clear that the type originated in Greece, perhaps in 
Corinth, and that our artist was not merely « inventing » this 
part of his Gorgon (13). The grotesque, blank-looking «face» 
recalls the « Jack-o’-Lantern » faces of the Gorgons on the great 
Protoattic amphora in Eleusis (14), even to the peculiar setting 
of the eyes. The likeness to this uncanonical form of Gorgon’s 
head (unknown before the discovery of the Eleusis amphora) is 
truly remarkable: an accident, or a throwback? Other archaic 
Etruscan Gorgon-heads regularly reflect the standard « Corin-
thian » type, or some variation of it. Our Gorgon, like the one 
on the Perugia chariot-rail (see above), lacks the snaky locks 
and snake-girdle of the figure in the Corfu pediment and many 
others, but in compensation we are given a snake alongside, 
perhaps as a reminder of the Gorgon’s connection with the 
underworld. In any case, the association is quite natural (15). 
Lastly, the peculiar skirt of the chiton, at first sight vaguely 
suggestive of an animal-sking (unknown as clothing for Gorgons?), 
seems rather to be merely a careless rendering of the split type 
of skirt which appears on the Eleusis amphora and in certain

(11) Arch. Zeitg., 1881, pl. 17; Be s ig , op. cit., p. 80, n. 54.
(12) Alow. Ant. Line. XXII, 1913, pl. 71: 3; Be s ig , op. cit., p. 104, n. 254. 

Cf. also the horned Gorgon on a bronze hydria from Trebenischte, B.D. Fil o w , 
Die archaische Nekropole von Trebenischte am Ochrida-See, 1927, pl. 9; Be s ig , 
op. cit., p. 102, n. 243. There are, perhaps, rudimentary horns on the Gorgon 
on the bronze volute krater in Munich, Fil o w , op. cit., p. 43, fig. 38, a; Be s ig , 
op. cit., n. 240.

(13) Is it possible that the artist may have been influenced by the type 
of the Acheloos mask, which was much favored in Etruscan art (cf., for example, 
H. Mü h l e s t e in , Die Kunst der Etrusker: Die Ursprünge, 1929, pl. 144)? His 
representation of the Gorgon’s horns and ears differs from those cited above 
primarily in the more conspicuously bovine look which he has given to these 
features.

(14) Ar ia s , Hir me r , and Sh e f t o n , op. cit., pl. 12 and p. 274 (with bib-
liography). My l o n a s (op. cit.) rightly compares these «faces» with cauldrons 
bearing snakes or griffin-protomai as attachments.

(15) Cf. Pa y n e , op. cit., p. 218, note 2, on the snake-legged Gorgons on 
the handles of volute kraters from Trebenischte (e. g., Fil o w , op. cit., pls. 7-8), 
and similar examples, to which may be added the Vix krater (R. Jo f f r o y , Le 
trésor de Vix, 1954: details, pls. 7-8): « snakes suggest Gorgons » and the 
converse is also true. But our artist is fond of snakes in their own right, as 
other vases by him (vide infra) bear witness. 
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later representations, for example on the terracotta relief plaque 
from Syracuse (16).

To return to our original question about the composition 
of this Gorgon, we may answer that the separate elements can 
nearly all be traced to Greek sources, most of which also have 
parallels in Etruscan art, but that she reflects no single known 
type. It is as if the artist had put together a Gorgon from 
his own jumbled recollection of several different versions, per-
haps adding for good measure one or two ideas of his own. 
Altogether, his product is more in the spirit of seventh-century 
experimentation than of sixth-century standardization, an attitude 
not uncommonly encountered in mid-archaic Etruscan art, though 
seldom so aggressively displayed as here. It is doubtful that he 
could have had any single prototype or « description » to guide 
his hand. Rather, we might think of certain older traditions 
surviving alongside newer ones, and all of these becoming mixed 
into this hybrid representation (17).

In the second frieze, the centaur and his catch appropriately 
take place of pride, on the front of the vase (tav. XXXVI b). He 
has the usual form of Etruscan centaurs, with a completely human 
forepart attached to an equine barrel and hindquarters. Both parts 
are sexed (18). The tree-trunk which rests on his shoulder has long,

(16) Pa y n e , op. cit., p. 80, fig. 23, E; J. Bo a r d ma n , Greek Art, 1964, 
p. 59, fig. 48.

(17) The intended iconographical «meaning» of all these separate elem-
ents is therefore difficult, if not impossible, to discover. Her peculiar « faceles-
sness » might conceivably be associated with R. C. Ba r n e t t ’s evocation of 
the « decapitated Medusa, whose face is too terrible to look upon » (Some 
Contacts between Greek and Oriental Religions, in Éléments orientaux dans la 
rêligion grecque ancienne, Colloque de Strasbourg, 22-24 mai 1958: Paris, 1960, 
pp. 145-149), which he connects with the « Great Mother Goddess of Asia 
Minor », who is (according to Barnett) represented as « headless ». But this 
line of thought takes us into a realm of speculation which probably goes beyond 
the knowledge and purpose of our artist.

(18) As on the Middle Corinthian « Pholos » kotyle, Louvre MNC 651 
(Pa y n e , op. cit., Cat. n. 941; P.V.C. Ba u r , Centaurs in Ancient Art, 1912, p. 
94, fig. 21). See also Etruscan examples, such as the hydria Munich 895 (Sie v - 
e k in g -Ha c k l , pl. 39; Ba u r , op. cit., n. 324, p. 133 and pl. 3), by the Micali 
Painter (T. Do h r n , Die schwarzfigurigen etruskischen Vasen, 1937, p. 153, 
η. 214; J. D. Be a z l e y  in Be a z l e y  and Ma g i, La Raccolta Guglielmi, 1939, ρ. 79, 
η. 44), and the kyathos in Breslau (Ba u r , op. cit., n. 313, p. 127 f. and fig. 36), 
near the Micali Painter (Do h r n , op. cit., p. 155, n. 268; Be a z l e y , EVP, p. 13). 
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dangling, intertwined roots (19). With his extended left hand 
he grasps a doe (?) by the neck; in his right hand, also extended, 
he holds an object that looks very much like a fish (20), sus-
pended by its tail. Altogether, he creates a strange impression, 
but this effect is due more to the artist’s style than to any real 
peculiarities of type (21).

Centaurs are fairly common in Protocorinthian, less so in 
Corinthian art (22). Usually, they are shown with human fore-
legs, and often they carry branches. In most cases, in both 
Protocorinthian and Corinthian art, the subject is some kind 
of centauromachy; I know of no example showing the centaur 
as hunter. On the other hand, a curiously close parallel to our 
centaur occurs (twice) on an early Protoattic krater at Broom-
hall (23): the centaur, which has human forelegs, advances to

(19) It is, therefore, an uprooted tree. Cf. the « Pontic » neck-amphora 
Munich 836 (Sie v e k in g -Ha c k l , pp. 96-98, pl. 33 and fig. 98), which has been 
attributed to the Tityos Painter (Do h k n , op. cit., p. 148, n. 112), and the neck-
amphora Munich 1645, which Be a z l e y  (Attic Black-Figure Vase-Painters, 1956, 
p. 589, Uprooter Class, n. 1) takes to be Attic.

(20) If, indeed, a fish is intended, I know of no other example of a 
Centaur carrying a fish; but I suppose that there is no real objection to the 
assumption that centaurs might have fished, in addition to hunting for their 
game. If we allow free rein to out fancy, we might even think that our centaur 
is Chiton, bringing food to Achilles — who, as the son of a '.sea-nymph, might be 
imagined to have enjoyed eating fish! Again, however, by doing so we risk 
imputing too much learning to our Painter.

(21) Centaurs ate also represented on ather olpai by this Painter — on 
one in Vulci, and on another in Basel (vide infra). In the former case, the 
centaur is collapsing under attack by a dog who runs in from behind, between 
his forelegs: a strange conception! This is surely a product of the artist’s own 
imagination: at least, I know of no parallel to it. Mythological sources, in the 
literary sense, are scarcely to be credited for this Painter’s imaginative melange 
of motifs. The theory of R. Ha mpe and E. Simo n  (Griechische Sagen in der 
frühen etruskischen Kunst, 1964), that Greek literary sources for mythology were 
known and drawn upon by archaic Etruscan artists (but see the criticisms cited 
by R. Br o n s o n , Three Masterpieces of Etruscan B.-F. Vase-Painting, AC XVIII, 
1966, p. 39 and note 66; and the review by Ru t h  I. Hic k s , in AJA LXXI, 1967, 
p. 107 f.), would gain no support from Etrusco-Corinthian vase-paintings such 
as these by the Mingor Painter.

(22) Cf. Ba u r , op. cit., pp. 90-95; Pa y n e , op. cit., pp. 19; 129 f.
(23) J. D. Be a z l e y , The Development of Attic Black-Figure, 1951 (re-

printed, with additions, 1964), p. 5 f., and pl. 2. There is a similar figure on 
the slightly later Protoattic krater Athens N.M. 238 (Ba u r , op. cit., p. 82 f., 
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the right, grasping a stag by the neck and holding it suspended, 
while he holds a long branch in his right hand, drawn back over 
his body. We can easily imagine this kind of creature as the 
ultimate prototype for our centaur, who, like the Gorgon above 
him, seems to owe much to seventh-century tradition. Hunting 
centaurs are especially common in Etruscan art (24). Usually 
they have human forelegs, and often they are shown carrying 
branches.

The remaining creatures on the London olpe do not call 
for extended comment, since they conform more closely to the 
usual Etrusco-Corinthian repertory: lion, panthers, boar, bull, 
ram, sphinxes, birds. Apart from an impression of greater live-
liness than we expect to find in animal-friezes in this ware, the 
figures are notable chiefly for their variety, and for the style in 
which they are represented.

The style of the London olpe is in fact no less remarkable 
than its subject matter. The artist is no mere drudge. Unlike 
most decorators of Etrusco-Corinthian olpai, he is not content 
with slavishly miscopying a few stock motives. His varied figures 
move briskly, and they are richly embellished with incised 
details and added color. He also shows a certain feeling for 
composition, and for grouping his figures. In the field, there 
is a dense filling ornament of rosettes in varying sizes, interspers-
ed with birds and vegetation, of which the artist is fond. 
There are several characteristic renderings which may (by antic-
ipation) be mentioned here: the three parallel curving lines on 
the haunches, the two lines separating the off hind leg from 
the body, and the pairs of lines cutting vertically through the 
bodies of quadrupeds, are distinctive. The heads of panthers, 
and those of sphinxes, are also rendered in a particular manner. 
In the sphinxes, one especially conspicuous feature is the eye, 
which is placed vertically, with the eyebrow hugging it in an 
arc which is often recurved at the tips. The birds, too, show 
peculiarities which bespeak an original style. All of these features 
give the impression that this hand could easily be recognized 
if it should be encountered on other vases.

Our first point of contact is indeed easy to find. An olpe

n. 211, fig. 16), near the Analatos Painter (cf. J.M. Co o k , Protoattic Pottery, 
BSA XXXV, 1934-35, p. 174).

(24) Cf. Ba u r , op. cit., pp. 61-68; 71-72; 97; 110-130; 132-133. 
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in Munich (25) is so obviously a work of this same artist 
that it inspires instant recognition. Stylistically, it is in perfect 
agreement with, the London olpe. Furthermore, the syntax and 
the rhythm, and the repertory of animals, on the two vases 
are so closely alike that they must be very close together in date.

The olpe in Munich has already been connected with an 
alabastron in Würzburg (26), an attribution which gives us a third 
tvork by this same artist. The style of these three pieces is more 
interesting than anything found in the run of vases listed by
W.L. Brown (27) under the heading of « Group of Vatican 127 », 
and it was perhaps wrong of me to mention the last two of 
them within a paragraph devoted to that Group {Studi Banti, 
p. 6, Sec. 4), even though it was there my announced intention 
to contribute further toward its dissolution. The two vases were 
introduced — drawn in forcibly, it now appears — mainly for 
the sake of recording the attribution; but this Painter should 
be set completely apart from the hands represented in that lot.

Three more olpai (see list, below) can be added to the 
nucleus already formed. One of these, in Vulci, comes from the 
Tomba della Panatenaica: again there are three friezes of animals, 
in the same style and showing much the same repertory of 
subjects, including a centaur. I owe my knowledge of this vase 
to Miss Banti, who made the attribution. The two others were 
recently in the Swiss market; one of them has since been sold to 
a Swiss private collector. On one of these, there is also a centaur.

There is, besides, a second alabastron, recently acquired by 
the Robert H. Lowie Museum of Anthropology at Berkeley 
(see below), which I am allowed to publish here through the 
kindness of the Director, Professor William R. Bascom.

We have, then, a total of seven pieces thus far identified 
as the work of our artist, whom I shall call the « Mingor 
Painter », after the « Minotaur-ish » Gorgon on the London olpe·.

The Mingor Painter

Olpai
1. London, B. Μ. 1924.4-15.1 Three friezes, (tavv. XXXV-XXXVII).
2. Munich 641. Sie v e k in g -Ha c k l , pl. 8 and p. 76 f. Three friezes. Phickly

(25) Munich 641, Sie v e k in g -Ha c k l , pl. 8 and p. 76 f.
(26) E. La n g l o t z , Griechische Vasen in Würzburg, 1932, η. 768, pl. 225.
(27) The Etruscan Lion, 1960, p. 56 f.
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packed, varied decoration: lions, panthers, sphinxes, griffins, bulls, boar, goat, 
ram, birds, owl, lizard, snake, vegetation, filling rosettes. In the top frieze (incom-
pletely preserved), a lion (?) bites into the goat’s rump (cf. n. 1).

3. Vulci, Antiquarium, from Vulci (Tomba della Panatenaica). Three friezes. 
The animals include among others: sphinxes, panthers, bulls, birds, owl, snakes, 
centaur. Kunst und Kultur der Etrusker, Vienna Exhibition Catalogue, May 24- 
September 4, 1966, Plate numbered 223a, top row, third vase from left (the 
caption does not fit the illustration), and p. 61, n. 222. (Attr. Luisa Banti).

4. Basel Market, Münzen und Medaillen, 1966. Three friezes. (1) Floral 
between lions, between sphinxes. (2) Confronted sphinxes between panthers, 
crouching lion to left, swan (wings spread) to right. (3) Lion, sphinx, bird, lion 
(all to right), then cock (in field, two small birds) to left, crouching sphinx to 
left, small owl to right, griffin to right. Thick filling ornament; several small birds 
in field. (Dr. H. Cahn had seen that this vase and the next are by one hand).

5. Basel, Private. Three friezes. (1) Siren, sphinxes, centaur, dog (?), birds. 
(2) Sphinxes, stag, griffin, ram, lion, owl, bird. (3) Sphinx, panther, bulls, griffin, 
boar, lion, bird. (Cf. n. 4).

Alabastra

6. Würzburg 768. La n g l o t z , pl. 225. Confronted seated sphinxes, under each 
a small bird.

7. Berkeley, u c l ma  8-67-6683 (tav. XXXVIII). Confronted, seated sphinxes; 
in field, small birds (28). (Attr. H. Cahn).

The extraordinarily rich repertory of animals, and the power-
fuls marks of a distinctive style, give to the Mingor Painter’s 
works a degree of freshness and originality which set them apart 
from the common run of Etrusco-Corinthian vase-painting. There

(28) Ht. 0.176, max. diam. 0.093. Mended; complete except for .minor 
patches. Warm yellow-buffi clay; brown to black glaze, unevenly applied; added 
red and white, the latter now partly vanished. Around mouth-opening, tongue-
rosette; on edge of lip, dots; on back of handle and below it, six short, dot-
like cross-strokes; on shoulder, tongues; above and below main frieze, each, 
two bands; underneath, tongue-rosette around small circle enclosing central dep-
ression. In main frieze: two birds, stacked, between seated sphinxes; under 
sphinx at left, bird; under sphinx at right, large rosette; at back, in space bet-
ween tails of sphinxes, one bird high in field, another standing on base-line. 
Filling ornament: rosettes of various sizes, all with simple criss-cross incision, 
except for that under sphinx, which has six divisions. Added colors: «red» 
in faces, in chests, parts of wings and some wing-feathers of sphinxes, also in 
bodies of all birds except that under sphinx at left, and in alternate wing-feat-
hers of lower bird at back of vase; « white » for rows of dots in alternate 
wing-feathers of lower bird at back, in alternate wing-feathers of sphinx at right, 
and in some wing-feathers of sphinx at left (in which the rhythm is mainly 
red, black, white-dot, black, etc., repeating the cycle). Provenience unknown. 
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is a certain resemblance, in these and other respects, to the 
Carnage Painter {Studi Banti, p. 7, Sec. 6), but the hands are 
clearly different. There is also a strong stylistic likeness to the 
work of another artist who received only passing notice in my 
earlier paper, but who now must be given greater prominence.

II

Th e Wa r r io r  Al a b a s t r o n  in  Lo n d o n

The second of the two London vases which excite unusual 
interest is the alabastron 1928.6-14.1 {tav. XXXIX a-d) (29). This, 
too, is a very unusual piece. On its body, between bounding 
lines, is shown a warrior standing to left, and flanked on either 
side by a bird standing above a large rosette, then by crouching 
panthers whose tails are intertwined at the back; in the space 
between their tails is a bird standing upon a rosette. The whole 
composition is deliberately symmetrical, and the figures display 
a somewhat fussy elaboration of incisions and added colors. 
One conspicuous element is the artist’s liking for rows of white 
dots edged by incised lines. The style is rude but forceful, and 
the hoplite provides a welcome addition to the usually limited 
repertory of subjects on Etrusco-Corinthian alabastra. He carries 
two spears and a fancy shield, and he wears a chiton which, 
in its apparent incompleteness, reminds us of the Gorgon’s skirt 
on the olpe discussed above. The fringed edges of the garment 
recall the similar treatment of the topless garb, resembling a 
breechcloth, which is worn by the fallen warrior on the oinochoe

(29) Ht. 0.154. Broken and mended, but practically complete. Tan-buff 
clay; unevenly fired glaze, ranging from black to dœp brown to orange; added 
red and white. Tongue-like « rays » around mouth-opening; dots on edge of lip; 
three short horizontal bars on back of handle; on shoulder, tongues; above and 
below main frieze, single band; underneath, tongue-rosette around circle enclos-
ing central depression. In the frieze (see above), incised rosettes of various sizes. 
White-dot borders and wing-decoration, white in eyes of panthers; central target 
of shield half-black, half-white; red in necks of panthers, in bodies and alternate 
wing-feathers of birds, and in face, garment, and spear-tips of warrior. Bought 
in Rome.

7. 
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by the Carnage Painter (30). In archaic Etruscan art, warriors 
are often shown wearing only a simple breechcloth or a perizoma, 
and it seems likely that the same kind of dress is intended for 
our warrior (31). The incised lines at his knees and ankles are 
not, I think, the edges of greaves, but are simply anatomical 
markings. He wears no helmet, and his feet are bare.

The birds and the quadrupeds on this alabastron link it 
securely with two others, one in Munich and one in Rome, 
which must surely be works from the same hand. The two latter 
vases have been mentioned before, as « closely related » to the 
Peseta Romana Painter {Studi Banti, p. 9 f., under Sec. 8), and 
several more pieces can be added. I name the artist after the 
central subject on his alabastron in London. Here is a list of 
his works:

The Warrior Painter

Alabastra
1. London, B. Μ. 1928.6-14.1, « from Italy ». Phot. Germ. Inst. Rome, 2816, 

2817. (tav. XXXIX a-d). Warrior between birds, between seated panthers; at back, 
another bird, standing on rosette. Ht. 0.154.

2. Rome, American Academy n. 543. Mem. Am. Ac. X, 1932, pl. 24 and 
p. 117. Cf. Studi Banti, p. 10. Bird between seated lions; at back, another bird. 
Ht. 0.173.

3. Philadelphia, Market (1966). Hesperia Art Bulletin XXXVI, n. A 4 (il-
lustrated). Bird standing on large rosette, between seated lions; at back, above tails, 
large rosette. Ht. 0.180.

4. Philadelphia, Market (1966). Hesperia Art Bulletin XXXVI, n. A 5 
(illustrated). Stacked rosettes, between cocks; at back, standing on tail of one cock, 
a bird. Ht. 0.180.

5. Philadelphia, Market (1966). Hesperia Art Bulletin XXXVIII, n. 8 (illu-
strated). Cock with spread wings. Ht. 0.140.

6. Munich 705. Sie v e k in g -Ha c k l , pl. 28 and p. 81, fig. 80. Cf. Studi Banti, 
p. 9. Winged goat; bird. Ht. 0.165.

7. Munich, Bareiss Collection. Confronted birds standing on large rosette,

(30) Cfr. Boll. dArte^XXXT, 1937, p. 149, fig. 1, right, and p. 151, fig. 3. 

Compare also the figures on the olpe, ibidem, p. 149, fig. 1, left, and p. 150, 
fig. 2.

(31) Cf. Pa l l o t t in o , Etr.2, 1947, p. 235 f. Examples: Gig l io l i, A.E., 
pl. 84:1-3; pl. 107 (Achilles, in Tomba dei Tori, Tarquinia). The form of the 
garment, and the plump thighs, also recall somewhat the Italic warrior statue 
from Capestrano (cf. L. A. Ho l l a n d , The Purpose of the Warrior Image from 
Capestrano, AJA LX, 1956, pp. 243-247, and pl. 80).
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between seated panthers; at back, bird standing on large rosette. (Photo seen in 
archives of Dietrich von Bothmer, New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art.).

Aryballos

8. Once Rome, Market. Photos Germ. Inst. Rome, Nos. 2816, 2817 (on 
same negatives as n. 1, above). Back view only, showing spread wings of panther-
bird to left; at back, tall bird.

Very close to the Painter, and perhaps his own work: Plate [with pinched 
handles') Rome, Vatican 101. C. Al b iz z a t i, Vasi antichi dipinti del Vaticano, 
1924, pl. 14. Fragmentary. Sphinx (?), bird, panther. Cf. Studi Banti, p. 10.

The close relationship of these vases to the work of the 
(black-polychrome) pieces by the Pescia Romana Painter {Studi 
Banti, p. 9 f., Sec. 8) has already been noted, but from the 
new material available for comparison it has become certain 
that the hands are different. There is also some likeness to the 
style of the Mingor Painter (discussed above); and, as we have 
observed, the warrior on n. 1 recalls the figures on the two 
vases by the Carnage Painter. Looking in another direction, 
toward alabastra of lower quality than these, we can see a 
close resemblance between the Warrior Painter and the Bobuda 
Painter {Studi Banti, p. 11 f., Sec. 10; and vide infra), who 
seems to have been a less gifted follower of our artist. After 
these relationships have become better clarified, it may become 
possible also to establish for all of these Painters a common 
center of production. For the present, however, it seems wiser 
to leave this question open.

The Corinthian sources for the Warrior Painter’s inspiration 
are to be found among alabastra of the developed « White-Dot 
Style » (32), already Middle Corinthian, in the works of such 
artists as the Painter of Louvre E 574 (33) and the Erlenmeyer 
Painter (34). With the lions of nn. 2 and 3, we may compare 
those on Louvre E 574 (35); with the spread-winged cock on

(32) Pa y n e , op. cit., pp. 284 f.; 290; 303; cf. D.A. Amy x , Corinthian 
Vases in the Hearst Collection at San Simeon (Univ, of Calif. Pub. Class. Arch., 
1:9, 1943), p. 220; and p. 230, note 90.

(33) P. La w r e n c e , The Corinthian Chimaera Painter, AJA LXIII, 1959, 
p. 358; and Noies on the Chimaera Group, AJA LXVI, 1962, p. 186.

(34) J.L. Be n s o n , The Erlenmeyer Painter, Antike Kunst VII, 1964, pp. 
72-81, pls. 22-25. To his list of attributions, add the alabastra Stuttgart KAS 
28 and KAS 27, CVA, I, pl. 14: 1 and 2.

(35) La w r e n c e , locc. citt., n. 1; Be n s o n , loc. cit., pl. 22:1.
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No. 5, compare works of the Erlenmeyer Painter, particularly the 
alabastra in Leyden, Herakleion, and Dunedin (36). These examples 
show well enough the sources of the Warrior Painter’s « types », 
but of course no close stylistic resemblance is to be expected. 
His « style » is exclusively his own, and it is distinctively 
Etruscan.

in
Va r ia : Ne w At t r ib u t io n s

Turning now from the Mingor Painter and the Warrior 
Painter, I wish to report briefly on some new attributions to 
other painters who were discussed in my earlier paper. For 
convenience, I follow the sequence and the numbering of sections 
which were used in that paper. The prefix « A », in the lists 
given below, is for « Additions » to the lists or accumulations 
of previously attributed vases.

1. The Bearded Sphinx Painter {Studi Banti, p. 2 f., Sec. 1).

At the time when I wrote, I did not have access to an 
important article by Giovanni Colonna which contains, besides 
much else of interest, further attributions to several Etrusco-Cor-
inthian vase-painters, including the Bearded Sphinx Painter (37). 
In his reference to this Painter, Colonna continues the numbering 
given by Brown for the « Dot-Rosette Group », to which he 
adds fourteen new pieces. He does not mention the fact that 
Brown’s list of 22 vases (38) includes four examples belonging to 
the Group which were not attributed to the Bearded Sphinx Painter, 
but apparently Colonna means all of his own additions (numbered 
23-36) as direct attributions to that Painter. Three of these 
additions (nn. 23, 33-34) were mentioned also in my article 
(but with n. 34 only tentatively attributed). A fourth piece, a 
large neck-amphora from the Lerici Foundation’s excavations at

(36) Be n s o n , op. cit., p. 73, nn. 13, 14 and 10, and pl. 25:3, 4, 5-6.
(37) G. Co l o n n a , La ceramica etrusco-corinzia, AC XIII, 1961, p. 10 f., and 

p. 11, note 1. In the same article, Colonna discusses and expands several other 
early Etrusco-Corinthian groups, which were not treated in my paper.

(38) Br o w n , op. cit., p. 53 f.
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Cerveteri (Colonna’s n. 36), was described by me in an exhibition 
leaflet, Vases from the Etruscan Cemetery at Cerveteri (Univer-
sity Art Gallery, Berkeley, California, June 8-29, 1965, n. 31) as 
« perhaps » by the Bearded Sphinx Painter. After having seen the 
vase again, in Rome, I agree with Colonna that it must be the 
Painter’s own work. Another addition, n. 35, an oinochoe in 
Altenburg (CVA, II, pl. 83:6-9), seems also to be correctly 
attributed. The remainder of Colonna’s new attributions (nn. 
24-32) are unpublished, and not known to me. At least six of 
these are from Vulci, a fact which, taken together with other 
evidence, evokes from Colonna the deduction (probably correct) 
that the Painter and his following were active at Vulci. — In 
my paper, the olpe once in the Swiss Market {Studi Banti, p. 2 
and pl. IV, a-b) is not the same as that mentioned by Benson, 
Corinthian Vase-Painters, AJA LXI, 1957, p. 176, a vase which, 
as Professor Benson tells me, has three animal friezes.

The following vases should be added to the list of works 
by the Painter:

Olpai
(i) With two animal friezes

A-l. Bellinzona, private collection.
A-2. Bellinzona, private collection.

(ii) With three animal friezes
A-3. Rome, Villa Giulia (Sequestro, 20-4-64). (Atti. Torelli)
A-4. Capesthorne Hall, Sir Wm. H. Bromley Davenport. Ve r me u l e and 

Bo t h me r , Notes on a New Edition of Michaelis, AJA LXIII, 1959, p. 148, n. 27. 
I am indebted to Professor T.B.L. Webster for my knowledge of this vase.

(iii) Fragments
A-5. Rome, Villa Giulia, from Ischia di Castro (near Vulci).

Oinochoai (with four animal friezes).

A-6. Rome, Villa Giulia, Storage (Sequestro, 20-4-64). Upper part missing. 
(Torelli).

A-7. Rome, Villa Giulia, Storage (Sequestro, 20-4-64). (Torelli).

2. The Rosoni Painter {Studi Banti, p. 3, Sec. 2).

The work of this Painter and of his circle are well defined 
by Colonna, in his thorough study of the whole Group (39).

(39) G. Co l o n n a , Il ciclo etrusco-corìnzio dei Rosoni, St. Etr. XXIX, 1961, 
pp. 47-88.
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In his later article, mentioned above (40), Colonna gives to the 
Rosoni Painter seven new pieces (numbered 26-32), all of which 
are unpublished, and unknown to me. I still find it difficult to 
distinguish between the Rosoni Painter and Colonna’s « Pittore 
dei Crateri ». In reviewing my field notes, which were in many 
cases made without satisfactory reference material at hand, I 
find that the pieces which I have described as « typical Rosoni 
Painter » generally are to be found in Colonna’s primary list; 
and that those about which I have written something like 
« Rosoni Group, possibly by the Painter himself » are more 
likely to appear in his list of attributions to the « Pittore dei 
Crateri ». It is still hard for me to draw a clear line of division, 
and even harder to recognize a particular artist who could have 
followed the Rosoni Painter so closely. To me, the difference 
seems to be a matter of quality rather than of style. Dr. Colonna 
has recently told me (in conversation) that he still recognizes 
the « Pittore dei Crateri » as a distinct personality. He may 
be right, but for me the question is still unsettled.

Following are several new pieces which I take to be by 
the Rosoni Painter himself:

Olpai

(i) With three animal friezes

A-l. London, British Museum 1951.9-11.1. Birds and Rosoni (no qua-
drupèdes). The entry in the Museum register compares Vatican 130 and (Vatican) 
Raccolta Guglielmi, η. 84 (Colonna, Rosoni Painter, nn. 14 and 12); compare 
also Colonna, nn. 5 and 16.

A-2. Once New York. Market. Parke-Bernet Sale, Dec. 15, 1962, n. 299.
A-3. Florence, Museo Etrusco, Room XX (Statonienses-Suvanienses). Mouth 

partly missing. Birds, quadrupeds, Rosoni. Rough, but apparently by the Painter 
himself.

(ii) With four animal friezes

A-4. Copenhagen, M.N. 12162. Birds, panthers, goat, Rosoni.
A-5. Berlin F 1251, from Vulci. — To judge from Furtwängler’s description 

(Beschreibung der Vasensammlung, I, p. 143), η. 1250, also from Vulci, should 
also belong, but I did not see the vase. Co l o n n a , op. cit., St. Etr. XXIX, 1961, 
p. 62, nn. 5-6, places both F 1250 and F 1251 in an indeterminate category 
(« Rosoni Painter or Crateri Painter »), for lack of sufficient information about

(40) Co l o n n a , op. cit., AC XIII, 1961, p. 16 f., note 8. See also Id e m, 
Il ciclo dei Rosoni, EAA VI, 1965, p. 1030 f.
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them. At least, however, it can be said with certainty that F 1251 is by the 
Rosoni Painter.

A-6. Zürich, Kunstgewerbemuseum.

Oinochoe 'with three animal friezes)

A-7. Rome, Villa Giulia 5144. One of the three friezes is on the neck of 
the vase.

3. The Rosoni Group (Studi Banti, pp. 3-6, Sec. 3).

Colonna, in his second article, mentioned above (41), lists 
further attributions to the various Painters whom he had iden-
tified within this Group. Of immediate interest, because of the 
problem already stated, is his « Pittore dei Crateri », to whom 
he gives four new pieces (numbered 31-34) (42). In order not 
to prejudice the case for or against this Painter, I simply list 
the following items as « by or near » the Rosoni Painter, in 
the hope that eventually they may find a more exact placement:

Olpai

(i) With four animal friezes

A-l. Rome, Villa Giulia 29293. One of the animals has a looped, « Am- 
persandian » tail: compare « Pittore delle Code Annodate »?

A-2. Once New York, Market. Parke-Bernet Sale, Mar. 27, 1961, n. 169.

Kraters

A-3. Cerveteri, Storehouse, front Monte Abbatone, T. 461 (Scavi Lerici).

(41) Co l o n n a , op. cit. (supra, note 37), p. 16 f., note 8. The following notes 
of clarification and correction apply to his original list, and to my remarks (Studi 
Banti, pp. 3-5) under « Colonna’s Pittore dei Crateri ». — In agreement with Brown, 
I take Colonna’s nn. 1, 8, and 9 to be by the Rosoni Painter himself; and also 
his nn. 3 and 5. — N. 2 (krater, Rome, Fondazione Lerici) is n. 32 in my exhibi-
tion leaflet, Vases from the Etruscan Cemetery at Cerveteri (University Art Gallery, 
Berkeley, June 8-29, 1965), where I had written, « apparently by the Rosoni 
Painter ». Further examination of the vase, in Rome, led to no definite conviction, 
but to a feeling that it is « probably » by the Rosoni Painter. — N. 4 (krater, 
Florence 3769) goes stylistically with n. 3. — N. 6, olpe, is Berlin Inv. 3639, attri-
buted by Beazley to the Rosoni Painter; I wrongly reported that it is bot mention-
ed in Colonna’s lists. — N. 10, plate, is Berlin Inv. 3647.

(42) In Colonna’s additions (AC, loc. cit.), his n. 32, olpe, Vulci, from the 
Tomba della Panatenaica, is apparently the same vase as that shown in the exhibi-
tion catalogue, Die Kunst der Etrusker, Vienna, 1966, pl. 223 a, top row, fourth 
vase from right, described p. 61, n. 218, where it is attributed (by Ma r ia  T. Fa l -
c o n i Amo r e l l i) to the Rosoni Painter.
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Fragments. « Looks rather slack for Rosoni Painter, but close » (from my field 
notes).

A-4. Swiss Market (1963). Münzen und Medaillen, A. G., Kunstwerke der 
Antike, Auktion XXVI, 5. Oktober 1963, n. 160, pl. 58 and p. 85, « wahrschein-
lich vom ‘ Pittore dei crateri ’ ».

Alabastron

A-5. Cerveteri, Storehouse, from Monte Abbaione, T. 461 (Scavi Lerici). 
Fragment. « Style is that of the Rosoni Group » (from my field notes).

On the various other classifications within the Rosoni 
Group, my field notes are not firm enough to be useful. There 
are many unpublished pieces in various collections which remain 
to be sorted, but with no photographs at hand, I do not trust 
my notes which I made on the spot. Colonna, in his second 
article, lists further attributions to the « Pittore delle Code 
Annodate », the « Pittore delle Macchie Bianche », and the 
« Gruppo delle Pissidi » (under this last heading, he continues 
the numbering of the whole Group with n. 40, although he 
attributes this new vase to Hand « A », which appears at the 
beginning of his earlier list). He offers, besides, important new 
observations on the grouping of face-mask mugs (43 ) (not treated 
in my article), and a valuable discussion of the main types of 
patterned vases (« Gruppo delle Palmette Fenice », on which cf. 
Studi Banti, p. 5, Sec. 3 F; « Gruppo a Fiori di Loto »; and 
« Gruppo ad Archetti Intrecciati·») which come into association 
with the figured vases of the Rosoni Group. Although such 
vases are less interesting than the figured examples of Etrusco- 
Corinthian pottery, they will — as Colonna remarks — need to 
be studied more thoroughly for a better understanding of the 
whole fabric.

4. The Group of Vatican 127 (Studi Banti, p. 6, Sec. 4).

This « Group », it has been said often enough, is only a 
provisional working list of vases which, in spite of their general 
likeness to one another, are the products of several different 
artists, including even the Rosoni Painter. The Mingor Painter, 
who accidentally found his way into this company, has already

(43) See also his further note, Ancora sulle tazze a maschera umana, AC 
XIII, 1961, p. 25.
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been detached {vide supra'). Several internal groupings according 
to individual hands have already been noted. Proceeding in 
this same vein, two painters whose works are included in the 
list can now be more clearly defined.

A. The Queen’s College Painter.

Another olpe in the British Museum, although it is altog-
ether less interesting than the olpe by the Mingor Painter, is 
nevertheless of some present value for its relevance to a problem 
left unsolved in my earlier article. The problem concerns Brown’s 
n. 17, an olpe in Oxford (« Queen’s College »), said by Brown 
to be by the same hand as his n. 16, Vatican 137 (Al b iz z a t i, 
pl. 13), which Beazley had already given to the Rosoni Painter. 
Examination of the vase in Oxford (Ashmolean Museum, n. 
1935.1, on deposit from Queen’s College) revealed, however, 
that it is not by the Rosoni Painter. It is by the same hand as 
Brown’s n. 7, Vatican 136 (Al b iz z a t i, pl. 13). The confusion 
obviously arose from a clerical error, for the two styles are 
easily distinguishable.

To this pair of olpai (Oxford and Vatican) we may add a 
third piece by the same hand, the olpe London B.M. O.C. 390 
(A. 1491) {tav. XV) (44), which is decorated with three fri-
ezes exactly in the same style as those two. The artist may be 
called the Queen’s College Painter, and he may be added to 
the growing list of different painters whose styles have been 
recognized within the Group (cf. Studi Banti, loc cit.).

B. The Panatenaica Painter.

Brown’s nn. 6, 19-20, and 24 (four olpai) were seen by 
Judith Snyder to be by a single hand. To these we may add 
two olpai in Vulci (Antiquarium), from the Tomba della Panate-

(44) Bifid handle, raised collar. Ht. to lip, 0.296; ht. to top of rotelles, 0.327. 
Warm yellow-buff clay, black glaze (brown where thin), added purplish red; no 
white in animal friezes. Neck, mouth and handle black-polychrome, with white 
pinwheel rosette on each rotelle; row of white dots on collar; no rosettes on neck. 
Three animal friezes, black-polychrome band below each; at base, rays. (1) Boar, 
lion, goat, all to r.; (2) lion, goat, swan with raised wings, lion goat, all to r.; 
(3) five lions (crouching), all to r. Filling ornament: incised rosettes of different sizes; 
unincised blobs. At base, rays.
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naica: Kunst und Kultur der Etrusker, Exhibition Catalogue, 
Vienna, 1966, p. 61, nn. 220-221, illustrated on (wrongly cap-
tioned) Plate numbered 223a, top row, first and second vases 
from the left. Each of these six olpai is decorated with five 
animal friezes, somewhat cursorily executed, but in a markedly 
curvilinear style. On Brown’s n. 6 (Vatican 133, Al b iz z a t i, 
pl. 13), the renderings are firmer, but I believe that the hand 
is the same.

5. The Carnage Painter {Studi Banti, p. 6 f., Sec. 5)

I have nothing to add to my remarks about this Painter, 
beyond the observation made above, that the type of warrior 
shown on his vases resembles that which appears on the alabastron 
by the Warrior Painter. It would be a welcome discovery if we 
could find more vases by his hand.

6. The Candelori Painter {Studi Banti, p. 7, Sec. 6)

Colonna, in a recent article (45), adds as a new attribution 
to this artist an unpublished oinochoe in Vulci. Colonna proposes 
to name the artist the « Boehlau Painter », after the scholar 
who first published examples of his work. It would please me 
to be able to follow Colonna’s nomenclature, but I think it is 
preferable to keep the name derived fron the collector, rather 
than to adopt one which is taken from a scholar’s name. — The 
oinochoe n. 4 in Brown’s list (46) is Louvre CA 2368.

7. The Castellani Painter {Studi Banti, p. 8 f., Sec. 7).

The position of this artist in the so-called « Polychrome 
Group» has been further discussed by Colonna (47). I believe 
that Colonna’s insistence upon East-Greek origins for much of 
what appears on the black-polychrome vases is not applicable 
to work so early as this, least of all to the technique of black-
polychrome decoration, which was common at Corinth long bef-
ore the period of (for instance) « Vroulian Ware », which is 
cited as evidence for East-Greek influence. The case for East-

(45) Co l o n n a , op. cit., AC XIII, 1961, p. 14 and note 3.
(46) Br o w n , op. cit., p. 58.
(47) Op. cit., p. 16.
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Greek origin of the common Etruscan motive of an animal 
with a human leg in its mouth, represented twice in works 
attributed to the Castellani Painter, though often argued, is far 
from proved (48). Apart from local tradition, the chief formative 
influence upon the style of these earliest Etruscan black-polychr-
ome vases is manifestly Corinthian.

8. The Peseta Romana Painter (Studi Banti, p. 9 f., Sec. 8).

The two alabastra which were cited as works by an artist 
« closely related » to this Painter have now been given to the 
Warrior Painter (vide supra}. — The black-polychrome oinochoe 
Orvieto, Museo dell’Opera del Duomo, n. 567 (body recurved 
toward base; one animal frieze), looked as if it might be by 
this Painter, but I have not had an opportunity to control the 
attribution.

9. The Volunteer Painter (Studi Banti, p. 10 f., Sec. 9).

The expansion of our knowledge concerning the various 
Etrusco-Corinthian styles which are discussed in this article makes 
it seem still more likely that the Volunteer Painter worked 
also in the black-polychrome technique, even though we have 
as yet no firm attribution to offer as positive proof.

10. The Bobuda Painter (Studi Banti, p. 11 f., Sec. 10).

As we have observed (vide supra}, this painter derives his 
style so directly from that of the Warrior Painter that he can be 
regarded as a weaker follower of that artist. I feel certain that 
the hands are different. The alabastron attributed to him and pu-
blished in my article (Studi Banti, pl. II, a) is Rome, Villa Giulia 
10432, from Satricum. The following are also works of the Bobuda 
Painter:

Alabastra

A-l. Geneva, Musée d’Art et d’Histoire. Phot. Giraudon 4944, upper tow, 
center. Small panther, stacked above small bird, between seated lions (or wingless 
« lion-griffins »).

(48) Cf. J. G. Sz il a g y , Italo-Corinthiaca, St. Etr. XXVI, 1958, p. 276 f., 
for a recent discussion of the evidence. The truth is that, to my knowledge, no 
demonstrably East-Greek parallel has ever been cited.
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A2. Geneva, Musée d’Art et d’Histoire. Phot. Gitaudon 4944, upper row, 
right. Frontal bull’s head, stacked above small bird, between seated lions (or 
wingless « lion-griffins »).

A-3. Rome, Villa Giulia 27313, from Capena (near Le Saliere). Panther-mask 
stacked above birds, between confronted cocks; at back, high in field, panther to 
right.

A-4. Palermo, N. Μ. Stacked rosettes between confronted (wingless) 
« griffins ».

A-5. Florence, Museo Etrusco, Room XXX, Populonienses. Bird (?) high in 
field, between (wingless) «griffins». Same vase as Mon. Ant. Line. XXXIV, 1931, 
pl. 15: 10?

11. The Tree Painter {Studi Banti, pp. 12-14, Sec. 11).

This prolific but uninspired artist was given thirty vases, and 
a few more were cited which appeared to be his. Now, many new 
pieces can be added:

Alabastra
(i) With one frieze

A-l. Bonn 490. Winged panther.
A-2. Gotha, AhV 7. CVA, I, pl. 14:4-5. Bird between panthers. (E. Rohde, 

text ad loc., proposes an attribution to the Bobuda Painter, but the style is clearly 
that of the Tree Painter.)

A-3. Nocera, Fienga Collection. Cocks. (Photo seen in archives of D. von 
Bothmer, New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art.)

(ii) With two friezes
A-4. Berlin, Staatl. Museen, Old n. 73, from Nola. (1) « Tree » between 

birds; (2) panther with one wing.
A-5. Bonn 1668. (1) Confronted cocks; (2) crouching panther with one wing. 

Slightly repainted.
A-6. Frankfurt, VFB 284. CVA, I, pl. 22:10.
A-7. Hamburg, Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe, 1917.433.(1) «Tree» bet-

ween cocks; (2) two panthers, one with (one) wing. Same vase as v o n  Me r c k l in , 
Führer, II, p. 83, n. 353?

A-8. Havana, Conde de Lagunillas, n. 100. Birds, winged panthers.
A-9. London, B.M. 67.5-8.902.(1) «Tree» between cocks; (2) double-bod-

ied panther, bird.
A-10. London, B.M. 67.5-8.903. (1) Rosettes beteen coks; (2) two pan-

thers, one with (one) wing.
A-ll. London, B.M. 67.5-8.909 (A 1496). (1) Owl (wings spread) between 

birds, another bird to right; (2) two panthers, one with (one) wing.
A-12. London, B.M., O.C. 345.(1) Rosettes between cocks, bird to right 

(wings spread) panther with one wing, bird.
A-13. Lyon, Musée des Beaux Art. (1) Rosettes between coks; (2) bird 

between panthers.
A-14. Naples, N.M. (1) Rosettes between cocks; (2) double-bodied panther.
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A-15. Naples, N.M. « 105 » (« 237 »). (1) Rosettes between cocks; (2) two 
panthers, each with (one) wing.

A-16. Naples, N.M. (1) Rosettes between cocks; (2) panther with (one) wing.
A-17. Paris, Louvre E 458. CVA, IX, III C b, pl. 8:8-10.
A-18. Tarquinia. (1) Stacked rosettes between cocks; (2) double-bodied pan-

ther.
A-19. Toulouse, Musée Saint-Raymond 26.087. (1) Cocks; (2) panther.

(iii) With three friezes
A-20. Florence, Museo Etrusco, Room XXX, Populonienses (as seen 

through glass case). (1) «Floral» between cocks; (2) two panthers, one with (one) 
extended wing; (3) double-bodied panther (49).

A-21. Florence, Museo Etrusco, Room XXX, Populonienses (as seen throu-
gh glass case). (1) Bird to right, with spread wings; (2) double-bodied panther; (3) 
double-bodied panther.

Pound aryballoi
A-22. Frankfurt, VFB 272. CVA, I, pl. 22:2-3.
A-23. London, B.M., WT 100, from Noia. Three panthers to right, one 

with (one) wing.
A-24. Naples, N.M. Owl between panthers.
A-25. Naples, N.M. « 76 » (« 270 »). Owl, goats. Fire-burnt.
A-26. Oxford, Ashmolean 1933.1562, from Orvieto. Bird between panthers.
A-27. Rome, Fond. Lerici, from Cerveteri (Monte Abbatone, T. 191). 

Rosettes between cocks.
A-28. Rome, Villa Giulia 10413. Rosettes between cocks.
A-29. Paris, Louvre E 523. Rosettes between cocks. Perhaps same vase as 

Studi Tanti, p. 13, η. 26?
The Painter undoubtedly decorated a great many more small vases which 

can, in the course of time, be added to his list. Some conjectural attributions 
were already cited in my earlier paper. Although I do not feel completely sure of 
them, the following are probably also by the Tree Painter:

Alabastra

(i) With one frieze
(a) Orvieto, Faina Coll. Large cock to right, bird above its back. Surface 

much worn.
(b) Once London, Market. Cat. Sotheby 27 March 1961, n. 132.
(c) New York, Metropolitan Museum 96.9.8. Double-bodied panther.

(ii) With two friezes
(d) Palermo, N.M. Surface worn.
(e) Rome, Villa Giulia 50400. Very rough, but apparently by the Painter.

(49) Two alabastra from Populonia, each with theree friezes and both appa-
rently by the Tree Painter, ate illustrated in Mon. Ant. Line. XXXIV, 1931, pl. 15: 
11 and 13. It is probable that the latter is the vase here listed, but the former 
does not correspond to the next entry, A-21. Possibly, then, there are three vases 
in question here (see further, below, under (f) in following list).
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(iii) With three friezes
(f) Florence, Museo Etrusco, Room XXIX, Populonienses. Fragmentary. (1) 

Stacked rosettes between cocks; (2) bird, (left side of double-bodied?) panther. 
Style seems not wholly typical. Same vase as Mon. Ant. Line, XXXIV, 1934, 
pl. 15:11?

Round aryballoi
(g) Basel, Antikenmuseum Z-175. Birds. Cf. Studi Banti, p. 14, nn. 2-5.
(h) Berlin F 1230. Birds. Cf. last.

Another group of vases, though closely related to the Tree 
Painter, seems not to be by him (contrast, for example, the treat-
ment of panther’s faces, a consistent trait in the Painter’s own 
work). The examples listed here are probably all by one hand, and 
there are many more which should be compared.

Long alabastra (50)

1. Berlin F 1225. Five friezes. Birds and cock to right, one panther with 
(one) wing.

2. Munich 762. Sie v e k in g -Ha c k l , pl. 29 and p. 85. Five friezes. Panthers, 
birds.

3. Rome, Villa Giulia 5087, from Narce. Five friezes. Birds, panther with 
(one) wing.

4. Rome, Villa Giulia, from Narce. Companion to the foregoing.
5. Once Frankfurt, Market. K. De ppe r t , Antike Ausgrabungen... Frank-

furt, 1·. April, 1958, η. 8, pl. 2. Five friezes. Panther, birds.
6. Munich 761. Sie v e k in g -Ha c k l , pl. 29 and p. 85. Five friezes. Birds.
7. Munich 760. Sie v e k in g -Ha c k l , pl. 29 and p. 85. Four friezes. Birds.

�  Λ *

In this paper, no attempt has been made to arrange the 
various lists in chronological order, and little attention has been 
paid to the chronological relationship between one Painter or group 
and another. The chronology of Etrusco-Corinthian pottery still 
needs intensive study. It is discussed at some length by Giovanni 
Colonna, especially in his masterly work on the Rosoni Gro-
up (51), but further refinement is desired. The main result of 
Colonna’s analysis has been to show that Etrusco-Corinthian

(50) On Corinthian «long alabastra», see Pa y n e , op. cit., p. 286, Cat. 468-
472. Etruscan examples differ from Corinthian especially in that they taper to a point 
at the base, whereas the Corinthian specimens have rounded bases.

(51) Co l o n n a , op. cit., St. Etr. XXIX, 1961, pp. 47-88. 
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vases should consistently be dated somewhat (and sometimes con-
siderably) later than most previous writers had been willing to 
allow. In broad outline, the entire range of the movement extends 
from perhaps as early as the last decades of the seventh to around 
the middle of the sixth century B.C. The most degenerate examples 
(as Colonna has stated) may even have been made after that date. 
But by this time, the original impulses which had inspired the 
Corinthianizing phase of Etruscan pottery were thoroughly exhau-
sted, and the local vase-painters were responding to new and more 
exciting stimuli from a variety of sources.

Much remains to be done in the study of the ware. There 
is need for further stylistic analysis; for the establishment of 
clearer relationships and sequences; and for more securely loca-
lizing the various schools and groups of painters. The specific 
Corinthian sources of its component elements need to be more 
exactly defined, and the un-Corinthian features (whether derived 
from other foreign sources or drawn from an already established 
local tradition) need to be more closely examined. Although they 
are still fragmentary and groping, the results reported here, and the 
findings of other scholars who are actively interested in the subject, 
should serve as useful points of departure for these broader and 
deeper investigations. To those students who will take the trouble 
to examine it more closely, the whole Etrusco-Corinthian product 
assumes a far more lively, complex, and engaging character than 
any one of its humbler specimens would suggest.

Da r r e l  A. Amy x
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Olpe, London, B.M. 1924.4-15.1: a) Detail of Gorgon; b) Detail of Centaur.
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Alabastron, Berkeley, u c l ma  8-67-6683.
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Alabastron, London, B.M. 1928.6-14.1.
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Olpe, London, B.M. O.C. 390 (A 1491).


